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IN THE COMMUNITY
WMHT uses media to enrich our communities with programs and services that
advance education, inform on culture and civic engagement, empower individuals,
celebrate our diversity, and reveal what we have in common.
Local Value

Since 1953, WMHT Public Media has provided programs and services to our local communities that encourage growth and
learning through the power of media. We envision a community confident in its identity, its potential fully realized, inspired
and connected through trusted public media.
In 2019, we continued to engage our community with robust content highlighting the unique stories and strengths housed
in our diverse region.
In an area of proud and independent individual communities, WMHT has a special responsibility as a regional entity to both
embrace each community’s distinctive identity and identify common themes that bring us together as a region.

Fiscal Year 2019 Key Services

In FY19 WMHT provided important local services in areas including:
Children/Education: Free resources and training for parents, teachers, and students designed to connect the power of
media to the preparation of a new generation of learners.
Arts/Culture: Local programming that celebrated the strength and diversity of the region’s cultural community and told
important stories about our history and shared experience.
Civic Engagement/Public Affairs: A robust news and information service focused on the electoral process and state
government designed to build and maintain an engaged electorate.

Local Impact

WMHT’s on-air, online, and community services reach 15 counties in New York’s Capital Region, the mid-Hudson Valley
and parts of Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and beyond.
An audience of more than a quarter of a million viewers on television and more than 100,000 on radio was complemented
by a comprehensive and growing digital presence and a network of partnerships among educational and community
institutions that enable us to deliver training and services to the region’s citizens in a variety of settings both formal
and informal.

*WMHT’s Fiscal Year 2018 is July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Families Learning Together

Every year WMHT’s Ready To Learn Services offers a wide range of family
engagement activities. Through schools, Head Start locations, libraries, and other
community organizations, in-person workshops and programs demonstrate to
parents how they can significantly contribute to the literacy skills of their children.
Hands-on activities provide a collaborative learning environment between parent
and child. WMHT provided over 80 programs and events to nearly 4,000 people in
nine counties throughout the WMHT viewing area. This continuing commitment to
our communities through public events & workshops remains an important
connection to the people we serve.
WMHT has a long-standing partnership with the City School District of Albany to
provide a series of family literacy programs twice a year in the Fall and Spring. These
programs are offered to Pre-K and K classes in each elementary school.
WMHT also works with the Boys & Girls Club of Albany to provide a series of staff
and student literacy programs twice a year [Fall & Spring] for students K thru 3rd grade.
Unlike other programs, the B&G Club afterschool programs are offered “free of
charge,” thus reaching low-resourced families within the Albany school district.
WMHT maintains strong partnerships with libraries throughout the viewing area. Family Literacy programs are offered on
weekends and school breaks for ages Pre-K thru 2nd grade. This year 43 family programs served 1,128 parents and children.
WMHT also held a BooFest with Curious George at Colonie Center in October 2018. The event attracted hundreds of families
and included fun crafts for children.
The month of February is Clifford’s birthday, and WMHT offers events with a Clifford costume, viewing a birthday surprise
story, craft activities, and fun for all. A total of 13 events with 994 people attending were held throughout the WMHT
community.

“

We have so much fun at these events. I
love seeing the kids light up when they
see their favorite PBS Kids characters.”
– Sally A.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Community Screenings and Events

WMHT continued its partnership with ITVS to offer a suite of free screenings and discussions of independently-produced
films to the community. Featuring documentaries seen on the PBS series Independent Lens, Indie Lens Pop-Up draws
local residents, leaders, and organizations together to discuss what matters most, from newsworthy topics to family and
relationships. Screenings of Indie Lens Pop-Up films included WON’T YOU BE MY NEIGHBOR, WRESTLE, CHARM CITY, THE
PROVIDERS, and RUMBLE and were attended by hundreds of people throughout the region. WMHT also held screenings with
partners for additional national programs including CHASING THE MOON, AMERICAN CREED, THE THROWAWAYS, GRIT,
AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY, TELL THEM WE ARE RISING, among other films.
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SPOTLIGHT
The Great American Read

The Great American Read took viewers on a journey through literature, introducing them to PBS’s list of the 100 best-loved
books and explored the many ways in which these novels affect, reflect and connect us all. We held local events to engage
readers, local authors, and the general community around the love of reading. These initiatives included having a table at the
first New York State Writers Institute Book Festival which had 5,000 people attend and we had hundreds stop by our table to
vote for their favorite TGAR book. We highlighted the RED Bookshelf which re-circulates gently-used children’s books back
into the community where they are made available free for families to own, and their program called #books2beats, a
community-based literacy program.

“

Thanks for putting on such a great
program!”
– Event Attendee, Albany
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Field Trip

WMHT producers Matt, Nicole and Zeke hit the road to talk to just some of the people who make the Capital Region work,
from the coffee brewers who wake us up in the morning and the distillers that help us unwind after a long day to the dairy
farmers who fill our refrigerators and the inspectors that help ensure houses will be great homes.

“

“

Loving this series!!”
– Kylie V.

Great video! Love the idea of river
walking & slowing down to enjoy nature.”
– Gina V.

She Inspires

WMHT’s ‘She Inspires’ series continued to celebrate influential women from history who have made an impact on our
region and beyond. WMHT told the stories of women’s rights activists and abolitionists Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B.
Anthony and Sojourner Truth, legendary folk artist Grandma Moses, physicist and inventor of non-reflective glass Katharine
Burr Blodgett and philanthropist and women’s education advocate Margaret Olivia Slocum Sage.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Native America

In one of our most-viewed digital projects of this fiscal year (with a reach of 290,000 and 77,600 minutes of video views),
WMHT interviewed Haudenosaunee, or Iroquois, artists and historians who told the history and cultural significance of raised
beadwork, Lacrosse as a Medicine Game, and how this cultural knowledge is being preserved today and how they continue to
be defining factors in Haudenosaunee identity. We also attended and recorded an assembly for students at Gowana Middle
School where they learned about the history of the Haudenosaunee and the impact of cultural appropriation from Onondaga
storyteller Perry Ground.

“

“

Thanks again. Always learn something
new or interesting.”
– Chuck P.

Thank you for sharing. Very informative.”
– Gwen V.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
AHA! A House for Arts and the Creative Economy

WMHT’s weekly arts and culture showcase, AHA! A House for Arts, continued to shine a light on the lively, local Creative
Economy. Through stories of freelancers, businesses, and institutions, WMHT strives to showcase the impact of the Creative
Economy, with a focus on our region’s identity, economic challenges and opportunities, and how art and culture can help tell
our regional story.

“

My husband, Bill and I do love WMHT
and your show is always interesting
showing off our local talent.”
– Peg D.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
TvFILM Season 11

Back for its 11th season, TvFILM continued to showcase the creative work of local, independent filmmakers. Viewers also heard
from the filmmakers who shared the inspiration for their ideas, the challenges of the filmmaking process and the joy of bringing their vision to life on screen. This program has also given a platform for the region’s young, up-and-coming filmmakers with
our partnership with YouthFX which helps youths 10-24 with media production.

“

“I feel like you give a voice to independent
filmmakers, you give us an audience, which as
a filmmaker…it’s a brutal thing to do. A lot of
times the films go nowhere. For me, if I didn’t
have TvFILM, it would just be another file
on my hard drive. I’m incredibly grateful for
WMHT, to have a chance to have an audience.”
– Marty Hardin, Independent Filmmaker
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Classical Student Musician of the Month

The Classical Student of the Month program recognized outstanding young musicians in the region. Features aired on
Classical WMHT-FM and on WMHT’s digital properties. Nominated by teachers and family members, WMHT’s Classical
Student Musicians are an inspiration to music lovers and aspiring musicians.

“

Love this program for gifted
student musicians in our area!”
– Deborah M.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Cinema Culture | Woodstock Film Festival

WMHT took a behind-the-scenes look at the Woodstock Film Festival, an independent film festival that has been described
as “a true American maverick among fests.” We heard from directors and actors like Christopher Lloyd, William Fichter, Steve
Buscemi, and Matthew Heineman about the role independent films play in the movie industry. This piece aligns with our focus
on the regional arts scene and independent film.

Inside the Writers Institute

This WMHT documentary told viewers the story of the New York State Writers Institute, created by Pulitzer Prize winning
novelist and Albany native William Kennedy, which has been an indispensable resource to the creative and artistic community
of New York and the United States for nearly 40 years.

“
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STORIES OF IMPACT
The Local Feed

The Local Feed celebrated the farmers and chefs in the region. It introduced viewers to nutritious, locally-grown fruits, vegetables and herbs and recipes for mouthwatering dishes they can make from the bounty of the region. The Local Feed began
with a series of digital videos featuring carrots, maple syrup and fiddleheads – just some of the delicious foods grown and
produced right here in New York.

“

This was so amazing to watch.
I loved it! Do more!!!
– Britney J.

“

It is very inspiring to watch someone so passionate,
living and loving life and tomatoes to the fullest
and creating such a wonderful family business.”
– Susanee F.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Innovation Hall
Innovation Hall explored ground-breaking advancements and studies happening right here in our own backyard. Episode topics included NASA’s 2020 mission to determine if there is life on Mars, improving the role of insects’ in forensic investigations
and applying the technology synthetic jets to wind turbines to improve wind power as a source of energy.

“

An incredible project. Innovation at my favorite
place in the world.”
– Kate O. on Lake George
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STORIES OF IMPACT
New York NOW

New York NOW, WMHT’s Emmy-Award winning weekly, in-depth public affairs program continued reporting on issues
of state-wide importance. New York NOW hosted debates for the 19th and 20th Congressional Districts, introduced
New York State to its Attorney General candidates, and reviewed Governor Andrew Cuomo’s first two terms in office.
New York NOW once again provided viewers live coverage and analysis of Governor Cuomo’s annual State of the State
Address and Budget Address.

“

Fantastic reporting. Great journalism.”
– Melissa H.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
WMHT offers four distinct public television services WMHT 17.1,
WMHT 17.2 (Create), WMHT 17.3 (World), and WMHT PBS Kids (17.4)
which reach more than half a million households in Eastern NY and
Western New England.
More than 100,000 listeners tune in to our three radio stations each
week.
Over 400,000 citizens from the region and beyond visited WMHT
websites during FY18 and over 40,000 individuals followed WMHT
services on social media platforms.
More than 8,000 teachers took advantage of PBS LearningMedia a
free online library of digital media resources for the K-12 classroom,
featuring dynamic public television video and interactive content fully
aligned to the NY State Learning Standards.
Over 27,000 individuals made a contribution to support WMHT during
FY18. They were joined by hundreds of local businesses who supported WMHT through underwriting.
Building partnerships is a key part of our future and to the growth of
our community. WMHT built dozens of new partnerships during the
year in the corporate, educational, government, cultural and business
communities.

OUR VALUES
Community

We place community at the center of our work.

Integrity

We honor the trust placed in us by doing our work with honesty and transparency.

Excellence

We believe that the importance of our services demands that they be carried out with excellence.

Innovation

We embrace the new solutions that will be needed to serve our evolving communities.

Respect
We express an authentic regard for the intelligence and diverse viewpoints of our audiences and 		
		our community.

WMHT envisions a community confident in its identity, its potential fully realized,
inspired and connected through trusted public media.

